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Celebration Day!
A paperless post invitation for Celebration Day was sent out to all parents last week, if you have not
received it, please find below the details.
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NEWS
Portland Place Book Club Vote for Favourite
Carnegie Title
The people have spoken! Ahead of the winners announcement on Tuesday June the 18th, the Portland Place
Book Club have voted on their favourite Carnegie title.
“We loved Long Way Down because it was powerful, current and had a real impact. It is not a long book, but kept
you gripped to the very end. I actually felt relieved once I’d finished it; like I could relax!”
- Marnie Wilkins Year 9
“It’s especially impressive because the whole book is essentially dialogue, but it still makes you feel a huge amount
of tension and action.”
- Rebecca Arrigoni Year 9
“It was very truthful and addressed some of the reasons behind gun violence.”
- Amitis Jafari Year 9
Pick up a copy from the library to see what all the fuss is about!
- Miss Hubner
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NEWS
YEAR 7 SHOWCASE!
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Sports
Athletics
London Schools Combined Events Athletics Championships
On Thursday 25th May, Year 9’s Sam Ingram travelled to the Lee Valley Athletics Centre in North London to
contest the U17 boys’ pentathlon. Sam is new to multi events but wants to concentrate on it more. The technical
demands are very high and Sam had some highs and lows throughout the day. In the opening event he struggled
with his long jump run-up and only managed a respectable distance of 4.96m with his last effort. His 15.29m
performance in the discus was also something of a disappointment to him, despite this being quite new event
for him. Many of the other boys also struggled in this event, so relative to the rest of the field this was by no
means a disaster. Sam was further disheartened in the 100m hurdles where he finished in 19.5 seconds, well
down the field. However, in the final two events Sam proved his ability with a very respectable 24.68m in the
javelin and a new personal best in the 1500m of 4:56.7 seconds – his first ever sub-5 minute clocking. These last
2 events dragged Sam up to 6th overall in the competition with a points total of 1639. Sam will still be eligible to
compete as an U17 next year and now knows the standard, with the winning athlete amassing 2051 points. Well
done Sam and keep training for next year.
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Sports
Cricket
U13 8 a-side McKinsey Cricket Cup
On Mon 20th May Portland’s U13 cricket side travelled to Crouch End to take part in the first round of the annual
McKinsey Cup at the Middlesex Club ground. 14 schools had entered the North London regional contest and
Portland were drawn in a very tough group consisting of NBH Senior, Christs and Swaminarayan. Only the winner
of each of the three groups would progress to the final stages and PPS made a poor start by losing to NBH in
their first match. A batsman could only score a maximum of 20 runs and the NBH openers both achieved this,
helping their team to amass 51 runs from a total of 32 balls from 8 overs of 4 balls each. Every player had to bowl
an over in the match, which NBH also found problematic. However PPS’s best batsmen lost their wickets cheaply
and The Portland lads were forced to watch Swaminarayan take on Christ’s, in which both teams looked highly
impressive.
In their second match PPS faced Swaminarayan, who looked an excellent side after their win against Christ’s. The
boys went into the match expecting to lose heavily, but found that their slower bowling limited the stroke play of
Swaminarayan’s opening batsmen. Their opener and captain was dismissed by a run out and they eventually
reached a total of 58. Portland set about the run chase in fine style with opener Sam Meyer scoring well, aided
by Nicolas Bartha, in particular, who played some strong pulls. Eventually PPS fell only 3 runs short of the total
and were extremely pleased by their efforts.
In their third and final game PPS batted first against Christs and put on an impressive total of 55. The most
notable batting performance came from Isaac Meyer who struck his maximum 20 runs in just a dozen deliveries.
In the field he was just as impressive taking two stumpings in his role as wicket keeper. Portland bowled steadily,
and just as in their previous game found that the Christ’s side were having difficulty scoring boundaries. Key
wickets also helped and Ricky Pilotto held his nerve with a decent last over in which Christs fell 7 runs short and
PPS claimed their first win.
With NBH losing their final 2 games Swaminarayan took the win with Christs, NBH and Portland finishing joint
2nd. The boys finished the tournament on a real high and were buoyed by their win against a side they had
perceived earlier in the day to be a far superior side to them. Well done to all that played.
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Sports
Cricket
U13 Cricket vs Kew House
On Monday 3rd June PPS made their way to Chiswick Cricket Club to take on Kew House in an entertaining game
of cricket. PPS captain Sam Meyer won the toss and opted to bowl first. PPS started well, in the early over Sam
Meyer and Elliott MacLeod bowled with great pace and accuracy and the Kew House Batsmen were struggling to
make a good contact with the ball. In the field the boys looked sharp, they were communicating really well. The
first Kew house batsman went out when Nicholas Bartha made an absolutely outstanding catch. The Kew player
fired a powerful shot that looked destined for the boundary only for Nicholas to instinctively shoot one hand up
and pluck the ball out of the air – it sounded like a bit of a stinger but drew a round of applause from both sets of
players! Mid way through the innings Kew House significantly improved their batting. They started to find the
boundary more frequently and ran in a number of single and doubles. PPS were made to work hard in the field as
Kew house started to rack up the runs. A late PPS onslaught saw Nicholas Bartha take another wicket with an
excellent bowl, and wicket keeper Issac Meyer also ‘ran out’ a couple of Kew House batsman after some excellent
fielding. The boys had a good first innings in the field but Kew House did set PPS a challenging target of 131 runs.
When PPS went in to bat, the Meyer brothers opened and team captain Sam scored three 4’s in the first over.
The second over was equally productive with the boys making some excellent runs. Unfortunately in the third
over Isaac was caught out which was a real shame as he just looked like he was getting in to the swing of things.
Lucas Munford came in and played some nice front foot drives early on but Kew House had a number of strong,
fast and accurate bowlers that were making it difficult for both him and Sam to get any momentum going over
the next few overs. In the final quarter of the innings the boys started to rack up some excellent runs but the Kew
target of 131 was just a little too large for the boys. By the end of the innings the boys had scored 89 runs, a
respectable score against some very strong bowlers.
This was an entertaining match that the boys enjoyed very much, there were many positives to take away and I
hope the boys are looking forward to their next game. Alex Politi made some good blocks and barriers in the
field. Elliott Macleod bowled some efficient overs and Nicholas Bartha had an excellent game (his catch really
was brilliant) but man of the match has go to captain Sam Meyer who bowled with consistent pace and accuracy
to keep the Kew batsmen quiet early on and also hit 50 when batting!
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Sports
Sports Day
SPORTS DAY 2019
PERIVALE ATHLETICS TRACK, UB6 8TJ - 020 8575 5776
FRIDAY 28th JUNE 2019 - 10.00am - 3.00pm
This year’s Sports Day is fast approaching. All parents are very welcome and we hope that as many as possible
will be able to attend and cheer on Portland Place pupils during the day’s events.
In accordance with last year’s arrangements, we are encouraging as many children as possible to make their own
way to the track. Pupils who are unable to make their own way will be transported by coach to and from school.
Letters have been sent out, so please ensure these are returned to school by Friday 14th June.
It is compulsory for all pupils in Years 6 - 10 and the Lower Sixth to attend Sports Day. Although attendance of
Year 11 and Upper Sixth form students is optional, the school would be delighted to see as many of these pupils
as possible.
For all those who are attending, this year the Parents Association will be holding a charity cake sale which was a
great success last year, so please bring along some cakes, homemade or otherwise, to contribute to the stall.
Please be aware that for pupils who travel independently to the track, registration will be at 9.45am. Pupils who
intend to travel to the venue by coach need to attend registration in school at 8.45am as normal.
Further information about the day will follow later in the term.

House T-shirts
Pupils will be required to wear their house t-shirt for sports day and these will be available to collect from Mr
Kubik in the PE department if any pupil does not already have one. The cost of these will be £6 each, which will
be added to the termly bill. Please ensure your child has a t-shirt and if you have any questions please contact a
member of the PE department.
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Calendar & Contact
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Thanks for reading!

@PortlandPlaceHD

